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 In the early 1970s, conventional database management systems were chal-
 lenged by relational database models. Relational search procedures, as
 proposed by Edgar F. Codd, offered both improved data independence
 and an enhanced combinatorial freedom for the user. At the same time,
 late modern concepts of an open text boosted a reader's interpretative
 independence, bringing to an end the heyday of hermeneutics. This po-
 litically significant change of technocultural patterns led to wild debates,
 and not only among intellectuals. Likewise, the change meant big trouble
 for software engineers. Advocates of user independence tried to promote
 their concepts, destabilize adversative suggestions, and gain allies by ag-
 gressive claims, heroic narratives, and cooperative publication strategies.

 When the investigators in the American crime series CSI roll up
 their sleeves on televisions all over the world, they never experience a
 shortage of corpses. Indeed, most often, murders occur in seemingly
 unrelated multiples, calling on all the skills and equipment that these
 high-tech forensic experts can muster. Since September 2000, more
 than 260 episodes of the original CSI have been produced. Together
 with its companion programs, CSI: Miami and CSI: New York , the series
 has cornered the global market in television crime shows.1 The settings,
 editing sequences, and dramatic pace of the show have long set the stan-
 dard for the entertainment industry.

 The success of CSI and similar programs derives from the techno-
 scientific portrayal of top-notch detective work that follows a strict
 formula. Steven Bochco, one of the most successful producers of
 American TV series, calls CSI a "formula show" that made an unpredict-
 able break with previous recipes for success: "The characters have no
 private life, no history, and are in some sense indistinguishable from
 one another. Yet CSI is the most successful series in the world. In the

 last six years, CSI has changed the rules of the game. Before, produc-
 tions were judged on whether they had subtexts and strong characters.
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 CSI showed that the opposite works better. Form instead of content."2
 The cultural impact of CSI on two hundred countries and hundreds of
 millions of enthusiastic viewers is difficult to assess and has become the

 controversial subject of a slew of studies. It is not quite clear how seri-
 ously defenders and jurors on the viewers' side of the screen take CSI
 proceedings. Criminology courses, on the other hand, are booming,
 and there may well be crimes that are planned and carried out in such a
 way as to resist detection even by methods as refined as GS/'s. This is all
 part of what is known as the CSI effect, or CSI syndrome.3

 Discussion of the syndrome usually overlooks the fact that not only
 the settings of technoscientific TV crime shows but also the real forensic
 and criminal work have changed.4 The profound shift in interpretative
 patterns of crime shows is, rather, a telling symptom of a general shift
 in dominant patterns and procedures for interpreting the world - on
 both sides of the TV screen.5 I would even claim that the schemes fol-

 lowed by CSI are significant indicators for the dominant interpretative
 culture of late modernity. As a matter of fact, in CSIt both killer and vic-
 tim have been assigned new roles. In dramaturgical terms, they are only
 interesting as bearers of clues and evidence. This is the detectives' focus,
 which is why they have surprisingly little interest in the social dynamics
 that led to a violent crime in this or that case. Motives are essentially ir-
 relevant, and the question of guilt is hardly ever posed. There is a dead
 body and a living one whose fateful meeting in the recent past gener-
 ated forensically analyzable data. Along with the crime scene, these
 two bodies become a reservoir of traces, a pool of clues, a collection of
 crime-specific signifiers that are technically stabilizing and can be ac-
 cessed at any time and related to one another. The art of recombining
 these data, whose origin, quality, and form may suggest a high degree
 of heterogeneity, is presented to viewers as a game of interpretation.
 Visually blurred sequences simulate a number of possible narratives.
 Each of these provisionally evaluative fragments shows the detectives
 where further clues might possibly be searched for and found. Data col-
 lection is extended and refined.

 Metaphorically speaking, in CSI the world is treated as a database
 whose records must be mined and combined to gain insights into con-
 nections that are critical to the task at hand. With the data "called up"
 from the crime scene, the investigators generate "views" - in both the
 technical and cinematic senses - that enable them to draw conclusions

 about various relationships between things. This new mode of interpre-
 tative practice is obvious. It can be very dramatic, such as in the use of
 collagelike, abrupt cuts. It takes the discovery of many small details to
 finally piece together the narrative over the course of an episode. Each
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 member of the team contributes his or her own expertise and ques-
 tions to the overall picture of a particular case; photographs, pathology,
 entomology, toxicology, materials science, information technology, and
 biotechnology know-how are called into play in the division of labor and
 appropriately linked. Even the arsenal of equipment and procedures,
 as it appears on the program's website, offers little in the way of a pre-
 fabricated connection. Rather, it represents a collection of individually
 retrievable insights, such as into various consequences for the lives of
 the characters and those of their actors and actresses. The visitor must

 form his or her own "views" of the relationships.
 Clearly, traditional hermeneutics, which permitted the erstwhile tele-

 vision character Inspector Columbo (based on his personal intuition
 and legendarily battered notebook) to apprehend even the most art-
 ful malefactors by dint of persistent interpretation is now a thing of the
 past.6 In the age of CSI , his approach, which emanated from the mo-
 tive and sought to successfully interpret the incomplete explanations of
 the suspects, seems hopelessly antiquated. Columbo the seasoned pro-
 fessional, a super hermeneutist and psychologist rolled into one, who
 understood the author of a crime like nobody else, who empathized with
 the motive of the perpetrator, and who inevitably shared with viewers his
 correct interpretation, has been replaced by a team of scientific experts
 who proceed laboriously and systematically to sort through a plethora
 of data of varying quality and to combine them in a nonobvious way,
 first in tentative and then in increasingly more definitive simulations.
 Farewell to hermeneutics and psychology.7

 As a mechanism and model, the database changed the way detectives
 do their work, leading, for example, to a higher number of solved cases
 per episode. The database also ensures that, on both sides of the screen,
 the combinatory degree of freedom of each "signifying practice" can be
 extended. Yet the cultural shift associated with CSI hardly occurs in the
 vacuum of the signifying game. When the most successful cultural-indus-
 trial products of an era present such basic communicative techniques as
 searching, interpreting, and understanding a mode of database query-
 ing, the question quite naturally arises about the relationship between
 database development and the transformation of the "signifying prac-
 tices." This question is the subject of the following considerations.

 The Historiographie Approach

 The claim that the search-and-interpret culture of the late twentieth
 and early twenty-first centuries focused on the recombinatory potential
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 of computer-aided database technology must be examined in light
 of the history of that technology. Given the evolution that appears to
 have occurred between Columbo and CSI - that is, from the 1970s to the

 present - it would be helpful to keep in mind both how knowledge is
 disseminated and who disseminates it (the dramatis personae). The
 former includes the growing availability and combinatory potential of
 data as well as the greater freedom to address new, unanticipated ques-
 tions to existing data. The latter refers to the functional differentiation
 of the various knowledge actors or the representation of the interpreta-
 tive process as one of shared work. These major changes, in turn, can
 be seen as the consequence of the development of computer-aided
 database technology. This occurred in the 1970s and early 1980s and
 marked a period in which "flexibility" in several fields of social prac-
 tice had a special appeal. From retailing to the military, from modes of
 transport to the technical universities, allocation of available resources
 was relaxed. To be able to react quickly to changing market conditions,
 adapt to expected opportunities for training, make optimal use of scarce
 resources, and both produce and distribute goods in accordance with
 the new principle of "just in time," knowledge of relationships and in-
 terdependences took on enhanced significance. Operational concepts,
 information systems, and analytical techniques were changing at breath-
 taking speed. "[There] are no fundamental phenomena. There are only
 reciprocal relations, and the perpetual gaps between intentions in rela-
 tion to one another," wrote Michel Foucault in 1982.8

 In contrast to the televised crime scene investigation, when attempt-
 ing to reconstruct the independent development of database culture
 and interpretative technology, it is not at all obvious where the clues and
 data crucial to assessing the links of interest may be found. Certainly,
 computer history has come far in recent years. Yet it is still dominated by
 studies that strive to package a highly complex sociotechnological trans-
 formation as a computer revolution. These studies share James Cortada's
 view that "more data faster" is the most important characteristic of this
 change.9 Here, the question is simply whether the many exponential
 growth curves should be read as a sign of progress or of increasing
 threat.10 On the other hand, three research trends that emerged in the
 last three years provide useful clues to understanding the relationship
 between database development and cultural transformation. The first
 of these trends is detailed investigation of user context found, for ex-
 ample, in the work of Paul Edwards.11 A second trend is a departure
 from the primacy of hardware history in favor of software history, as pro-
 posed by Martin Campbell-Kelly.12 Finally, a new history of computers
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 applies sociohistorical approaches to examining strategies for profes-
 sionalization and governance of companies and administrations in the
 context of computer and software development. Examples include the
 work of Thomas Haigh on the early days of management information
 systems, Jon Agar's "government machine," and JoAnne Yates's study of
 the introduction of computers to the life insurance sector.13 As Haigh,
 Agar, and Yates all agree, the origin and spread of machines can only be
 understood in association with various actors, artifacts, institutions, and
 discursive strategies.

 Conditions for the unexamined history of relational databases are
 relatively favorable, since the popular standard narrative already sug-
 gests a fairly complex history of the development. Its central figure
 is Edgar F. "Ted" Codd, a misunderstood key theorist whose pioneer-
 ing ideas were never really appreciated by IBM and made it to market
 only thanks to a competing academic project.14 An obituary in the New
 York Times cogently summarized this history: "While working as a re-
 searcher at the I.B.M. San José Research Laboratory in the 1960's and
 70's, Dr. Codd wrote several papers outlining his ideas. To his frustra-
 tion, I.B.M. largely ignored his work, as the company was investing
 heavily at the time in commercializing a different type of database
 system." His insights were too "revolutionary" for IBM and, unlike the
 experience of others, also never made him rich: "It was not until 1978
 that Frank T. Cary, then chairman and chief executive of I.B.M., or-
 dered the company to build a product based on Dr. Codd's ideas. But
 I.B.M. was beaten to the market by Lawrence J. Ellison, a Silicon Valley
 entrepreneur, who used Dr. Codd's papers as the basis of a product
 around which he built a start-up company that has since become the
 Oracle Corporation."15

 This account employs two popular motifs of invention and discovery
 stories: the ignorance of powerful market leaders and the suffering of
 sympathetic protagonists.16 Such stories comprise a nifty genre for deal-
 ing with trials and tribulations that goes far beyond the normal scope of
 the historiography of computing, which focuses on rapid development.
 What this approach masks, however, is the fact that the challenges of
 developing a practical relational database model are directly connected
 to a major restructuring of the use of information. The story of "poor
 Ted Codd" not only overestimates the influence of an IBM CEO but also
 underestimates the tremendous changes taking place in how knowledge
 circulated and the massive transformation in the knowledge actor land-
 scape, which development of relational databases both presupposed
 and brought about.
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 The New Separation of Powers

 In 1970 the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) published
 an article in its journal, Communications , that quickly became a key refer-
 ence for the entire development community. In the article - titled "A
 Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks'- Ted Codd pre-
 sented his ideas about a new database architecture.17 Codd's article is

 still being cited today as a milestone, perhaps precisely owing to its ab-
 stract reasoning.18

 The first sentence was already game-changing: "Future users of large
 data banks must be protected from having to know how the data is or-
 ganized in the machine (the internal representation)."19 Codd assumed
 that the impending changes in the way knowledge circulated would
 make it necessary to redefine the competencies of the knowledge actors
 involved. The future operation of large databases would bring forth new
 user groups who had to be "protected" from having to know the internal
 organization and representation of the relevant knowledge stores.

 There is, of course, much more to be read into such a first sentence.

 It implies, for instance, that the author actually knows the "future" and
 its "users" and that he has the power to define what "must" be done with
 them or what their relation to the machines they were to use should
 look like. Moreover, the sentence ignores predecessors and competitors
 who had been working on increasing the degrees of freedom of what
 they thought to be the "future users."20

 Yet there must be a reason why such a prophetic statement or speech
 act would resonate at all with the general experience of its readers.21
 Codd's call for selective protection against knowledge was due to the
 fact that querying a complex database very quickly turned into a chal-
 lenging task that required the sophisticated knowledge of a professional
 programmer to solve. Large databases were subject not just to constant
 change in the representation of data "as a result of changes in query,
 update, and report traffic and natural growth in the types of stored in-
 formation." Both hierarchically constructed databases and databases
 with a network structure had the disadvantage that access pathways to
 stored information were predefined, and new queries were forced along
 these pathways. Without precise knowledge of the trajectories, new
 queries could not be executed. Codd promised that a relational data-
 base structure would serve a substantially larger group of users who
 might be naive about information technology but who knew how to
 query: "Activities of users at terminals and most application programs
 should remain unaffected when the internal representation of data is
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 changed and even when some aspects of the external representation are
 changed."22 The fact that they no longer had to worry about the form in
 which data were stored would free users to concentrate more on flexible

 retrieval. No longer would they have to rely on experts. Now, program-
 mers would be responsible for providing reliable supply and availability
 (i.e., for the organization and representation of data) and consequently
 protected from the increasingly specialized query needs of database
 users. Thus, in 1970 - long before Larry Ellison - nobody noticed that,
 on the user side of databases, a transition from the targeted searching of
 stored data to the generalized querying of data banks (i.e., a transition
 from research to interrogating the oracle) had taken place.23

 Nevertheless, the future division of labor and power foreseen by
 Codd was linked to changes in software architecture, which initially
 could only be theoretically estimated and mathematically formulated.
 What was clear, at least, was that the database of the future would have

 to be so configured that its contents could also deal with questions that
 had not yet come up during the planning of the database. Codd knew
 what had to be done in order to achieve this goal. It was necessary first
 to develop a simple and general organization of data in tables that could
 be linked together by keys; second, to create a management tool to fa-
 cilitate constantly changing records and expansion of the database; and
 third, to establish a practical query language that satisfied mathemati-
 cal requirements yet was close to the natural language of users with no
 knowledge of programming. That this list of tasks occupied more than
 one of Codd's articles goes without saying. Just clarifying the model - its
 advantages and disadvantages as well as differences among competing
 designs - took several years of intense debate to complete.24

 The more concrete the description of Codd's model, the greater the
 uncertainty among database specialists familiar with all the details of con-
 ventional models. The confusion arising out of so many different system
 designs being proposed simultaneously, and the future scenarios involv-
 ing them, was immense.25 Rhetorical claims about performance and
 flexibility primarily served for demarcations between two camps either
 dealing with the same problems and proposing different solutions, or solv-
 ing different problems with similar intentions. Those who both wished to
 preserve the privileged role of the programmer or the yet unstable figure
 of a database administrator, and who saw them as professional navigators
 through the treacherous waters of complex data stores, were especially
 confused and unsettled.26 One of the most unsettled among them, Edgar
 H. Sibley, tried to bring order to the navigators' world by commenting
 and classifying the similarities and differences among the various designs:
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 "Practitioners of database technology have been somewhat confused by
 the many different systems for describing and manipulating data. The
 two major approaches that have emerged may be termed the relational
 or set theoretic, and the data structured or procedural. There are obvi-
 ously differences in these, but there are also similarities."27

 The sorting capability of Sibley's lower-level "procedural" language
 did not stop the "relationalists" from pouring more oil onto the fire.
 Examples included a paper by Codd and Christopher J. Date titled
 "Interactive Support for Non-Programmers: The Relational and Net-
 work Approaches," as well as another publication jointly authored by
 the two experts that purported simply to review then-current concepts
 but in actuality emphasized the specific advantages and the dramatic
 consequences of their own model.28 That paper stated: "It may be ar-
 gued, in fact, that the relational model is a representation of the data in
 terms of its natural structure only - it contains absolutely no consider-
 ation of storage/access details (pointers, physical ordering, indexing, or
 similar access techniques . . . ); in a word, no 'representation clutter.'"29
 Date and Codd obviously intended such statements not only to show
 the mathematical and software-health benefits of their relational model

 but also to needle database specialists, for whom pointers, indexing, and
 physical ordering hardly constituted "representation clutter"; rather,
 they were the guarantors of efficient database querying.

 In a second line of rhetorical scrimmage, Date and Codd highlighted
 the advantages for the technically naive user, that is, for housewives
 and managers, thus suggesting that the broader user markets of the
 future could only be opened and served by relational databases: "The
 relational model is a particularly suitable structure for the truly casual
 user (i.e., a non-technical person who merely wishes to interrogate the
 database, for example, a housewife who wants to make enquiries about
 this week's best buys at the supermarket) . In the not too distant future
 the majority of computer users will probably be at this level."30 For a
 database specialist of the early 1970s who had devoted all his program-
 ming art into building a resource-saving, efficient query technology, this
 was a nightmare scenario. Yet Codd and Date proceeded to align the
 role of the future programmer with the "casual user," thus forcing the
 programmer to accept the consequences of strict "data independence"
 and "user independence" that followed from it: "The system must there-
 fore be capable of supporting such a view at the casual user level - and
 this in itself is a strong argument for providing the same view at the
 programmer level, since any operation at the casual user level must be
 implemen table at the programmer level too."31
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 The debate reached a climax during a panel discussion titled "Data
 Models: Data-Structure Set vs. Relational," to which the counterparties
 were summoned in the context of a conference organized by the ACM
 in 1974 and for which some of the articles quoted above had been pre-
 pared.32 Codd's most prominent opponent was Charles W. Bachman,
 who had been awarded the Turing Award the year before.33 The ac-
 count of their "great debate" reflects an extremely tense discussion that
 at every instant threatened to spiral out of control. In his second set
 of remarks, Codd made clear how enormous the differences between

 them were: "With the relational model we have well-known high-level
 logics to act as the target temporarily to get the query accurately and
 precisely defined - whereas with networks, as far as I am aware, there
 are no comparable logics available at that level to pin down the seman-
 tics of the casual user's transactions. I would like to be corrected if I am

 wrong." He was subsequently corrected so often that, toward the end
 of the debate, he even had to defend against the accusation that his
 relational stance was taking on religious overtones. Indeed, the debate
 between Codd and Bachman revealed such fundamental differences

 that the mutual suspicion of fundamentalism was not easily dismissed.
 The discussions continued to be characterized by mistrust and mutual
 skepticism. Even when Codd attempted to articulate the differences a
 little more carefully and to inject a more conciliatory tone to the con-
 troversy, Bachman still believed he was being snookered. "I think we
 have just seen the red herring that we want to avoid," he retorted to
 Codd's ostensibly matter-of-fact question as to whether the data struc-
 ture should contain some form of storage and access information or
 not. "There are all kinds of logical and arithmetic semantic constraints
 that you may want to impose on a database," Codd conceded. "I think it
 is a debatable point as to whether some of these should be in the data
 structure and some in separate declarations." The deciding question for
 him was only how to do it: "You cannot devise in advance a set of data
 types that will give you all the possible semantic checks that any database
 could require. The issue is whether you should put some of the seman-
 tic constraints in the data structure of your principal schema and some
 elsewhere, or all elsewhere."34

 That Codd's polemic assumed such subtle forms failed to improve
 the atmosphere of the discussion, especially since he let pass few op-
 portunities to score points. Digs such as "I am rather surprised by your
 military, that is, hierarchical approach to security" were not infrequent.
 Again and again, the rights of users were pitted against the dominance
 of programmers. A case in point is Codd's attack on the programmer
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 focus evinced by the Database Task Group of the Conference on Data
 Systems Languages (CODASYL): "I am at a loss to understand why there
 has not been more emphasis during the past six years by CODASYL on
 users other than the application programmer."35 When Edgar Sibley
 somewhat lamely parried this accusation with the claim that CODASYL
 did have an End Users Facilities Task Group, which had been up and
 running for four months, Codd shot back: "The fact that this group has
 been established so recently supports what I just said."36

 The debate ended inconclusively. All that was certain was that
 Bachman and his followers were committed to a goal-oriented, well-con-
 trolled use of technical resources and Codd and company, to the widest
 possible interpretative independence for an increasingly heterogeneous
 user community. The question of limiting and expanding access to
 databases, the relationship between the programmer's authority to con-
 trol and the flexible querying power by users of the world as database,
 and the trade-off between technical performance and mathematic ele-
 gance were additional themes that helped to sharpen the battle lines
 between the two camps. Bachman himself, in a long interview with
 Thomas Haigh in 2004, showed that he had not changed his attitude
 toward relational databases (asserting, "I'm still skeptical"), nor did he
 grant that Codd was right, even in light of the success of his concept.
 Rather, Bachman pointed out that each of the warring parties had been
 backed by powerful competitors: IBM on Codd's side, and Honeywell
 on Bachman 's.37

 The implication of Bachman 's argument was that, on the one hand,
 the relational model was supported by companies oriented to the ser-
 vice sector, whereas the procedurally oriented model was promoted
 by industrially mixed companies dominated by chemistry, defense,
 and process automation. Yet this company history explanation is not
 convincing. First, both IBM and Honeywell offered their customers
 successful procedural database systems: an evolution of the CODASYL-
 based network database system IDS (Honeywell) , and the hierarchically
 structured IMS system introduced in 1968 (IBM).38 Honeywell and IBM
 were jousting in the same market for customers; both were thinking
 along the lines of a relational database but somewhere in the future.
 Second, with its 1976 Multics Relational Data Store (MRDS), Bachman's
 employer, Honeywell, had already developed the first commercially
 released relational database management system, but only when pack-
 aged with the Multics Integrated Data Store, which was based on the
 CODASYL model.39 Third, both Bachman and Codd had reasons for
 dissociating themselves from their employers' current products, not
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 only with respect to the future design of databases. Bachman had under-
 gone his professional socialization not at Honeywell but in the 1950s at
 Dow Chemical and in the 1960s at General Electric. At the time of the

 great debate, he had only been active at Honeywell for four years due to
 the fact that Honeywell purchased General Elee trie's entire computer
 business. In 1980 he left the company.40 Codd, in contrast, was an IBM
 man through and through. But the distance between research and cor-
 porate at IBM, along with the story widely circulated by Codd that IBM
 had given him and his field too little support, did not augur well for an
 unconditional identification with the company's concerns.41

 The contrasts between the two camps were reflected in the completely
 different career paths of the two protagonists. At General Electric,
 Bachman had already had a hand in shaping the transition of an in-
 dustrial plant to the computer age. His interests involved functioning
 systems and practical problem solving. For him, cost-effectiveness was
 a top priority in operating any data center. That, in turn, meant no less
 than operating the databases so that they could interact as seamlessly
 as possible with the application programs. Consequently, programmers
 had to be closely familiar with both data and applications and to be
 versed in countless tricks for keeping the precisely tuned interactions
 from collapsing.42

 In fact, Bachman and Codd do not represent different corporate
 identities. Rather, they embody the cultural contrast between the tech-
 nologist and the academic, or between the applied scientist and the
 theoretician. Their cultural imprints and images of themselves could
 not have been more different. Especially at odds were their ideas about
 who would deal with databases in the future, including who would build
 them, maintain them, oversee them, and use them. This difference

 reflected the relationship of users to machines. Whereas technically
 savvy users could tinker with their own machines, technically inexpe-
 rienced users were instructed to treat their machines as black boxes.

 Machines used by "geek" types could always be improved and expanded.
 Systems targeted to managers and other "casual" users had to be reli-
 able. Whereas Bachman was strongly in favor of specialized, optimizable
 database machines operated by properly trained experts, Codd en-
 visaged a future user's desire for a solidly built but multifunctional
 database system.

 For his part, Ted Codd was a British mathematician who, after serv-
 ing in the Royal Air Force during World War II, took a job with IBM in
 New York. During the McCarthy era, he immigrated to Canada. On his
 return, he studied at the University of Michigan, where he received his
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 PhD, and then in 1967 shifted to the protected work environment of the
 IBM Research Laboratory in San José, California. For Codd, a database
 had to be mathematically describable and the corresponding theory
 simple and elegant.43

 Relationality in the Bay Area

 By the mid-1970s the central concepts of Codd 's model had been
 clarified and made reliably available. The characteristics of a relational
 database were presented by Morton Astrahan and Donald Chamberlin
 as follows: "In a series of papers, Codd has introduced the relational
 model of data and discussed its advantages in terms of simplicity, symme-
 try, data independence, and semantic completeness."44 All the data in a
 relational database system had to be capable of being represented in a
 matched set of clearly labeled tables, so-called relations. Each relation
 comprised a set of clearly labeled tuples and attributes. The ordering
 of tuples was irrelevant, but each tuple represented an addressable part
 of the entity described by the relation. It had to be distinct from other
 parts of that entity and could only occur once. In addition, each relation
 was assigned an attribute that served as the primary key.45 Theoretically,
 what "data independence" signified had been made clear in the discus-
 sions of the preceding years, especially in the debate with the adherents
 of procedural database architecture. However, what the objective of
 enhanced "user independence" really required emerged only once de-
 velopment was actually under way.

 Between 1974 and 1979 the IBM Research Laboratory in San José,
 California, instituted a project later known as System R.46 An initial phase
 that ran from 1974 to 1975 produced the Structured English Query
 Language (SEQUEL, later SQL), which would enable future users to
 formulate their queries at an interactive terminal.47 Great importance
 was attached to the "human factor," and many experimental studies were
 carried out on learnability and the friendliness of the system. In the sec-
 ond project phase (1976-77), the system was reconfigured for multiple
 users working simultaneously. Moreover, the existing SQL was adapted
 for use with a variety of different systems. Users familiar with the pro-
 gramming languages PL/I and Cobol would have the same benefits and
 could use the same syntax as so-called ad hoc query users.48 In 1978-79
 operating tests were conducted within the company and with three cus-
 tomers, and the user experiences were evaluated.

 No doubt, System R was a major experiment for IBM that dem-
 onstrated user response to the system. The creation of "user friendly
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 interfaces" and a major modularization of the system were the most
 important strategies for reaching the project objectives.49 Work on data
 and user independence, however, proved a massive headache for the de-
 velopers. Whereas the second version of the query language appeared
 to function very well, the System R developers continued to struggle
 with the question of how to structure the data without burdening users
 with technical details. The problem that Bachman found central - that
 of how to anticipate the huge storage and processing capacity required
 to operate a relational database - also seemed insurmountable. A step
 toward a solution came in the form of an idea put forward by Rudolf
 Bayer and Edward M. McCreight back in 1972. B-trees were to help
 more efficiently index stored data. Query read-and-write operations
 could be reduced by an order of magnitude without having to couple
 the data structure to the query.50

 The story of Ted Codd holds that IBM listened to him either too late
 or not at all, and therefore the development of a marketable relational
 database system was delayed by years. In fact, IBM was investigating
 Codd 's ideas on a much broader front than Codd himself used to ac-

 knowledge, such as in the case of the creation of the Peterlee Relational
 Test Vehicle (PRTV).51 Likewise, a critical reading of the history of
 System R affords another interpretation. Sure, during the development
 of System R, the experimental status of the project was constantly em-
 phasized, and the project was always referred to as a "feasibility study"
 in that "at each user site, System R was installed for experimental pur-
 poses only, and not as a supported commercial product."52 Nevertheless,
 the project had a considerable number of employees and was carried
 out by a large, multifunctional group.53 Within IBM, System R was
 much more than the hobby of a few engineers. Particularly striking is
 the fact that IBM published very detailed descriptions of the progress
 of System R for the technology community.54 That could only mean that
 the status of System R within IBM was more respected than Codd was
 willing to admit. Because the system as yet had no strategic (i.e., com-
 mercial) significance and thus was not proprietary, it was free to seek
 support outside.55 System R publications were invitations to collaborate.
 The popular theory that it was primarily the success of the University
 of California, Berkeley, project INGRES, which "finally" forced IBM to
 act, has to be rethought.56 System R developers openly sought collabora-
 tors in other development centers outside IBM and from 1975 onward
 actually found them locally, namely, at UC Berkeley, where since 1973
 Michael Stonebraker and Eugene Wong had been leading an effort
 to build a prototype relational database system.57 It is no surprise that
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 academic computer scientists had accepted Codd's ideas, as even in the
 early 1970s they had percolated into mathematically interesting, pre-
 commercial fields that justified academic activity.

 The circumstances of the two projects in Berkeley and San José could
 not have been more different: academic freedom on the one side,

 professional project management culture on the other. In Berkeley, a
 modest PDP-11 computer operated somewhat shakily on UNIX, while
 in San José a powerful IBM 370 mainframe was directed by a variety of
 highly reliable operating systems.58 A constantly changing student work-
 force at Berkeley - "a collection of goofy academicians" - contrasted
 with the controlled working conditions of experienced programmers
 and project managers in San José.59 Stonebraker's conspicuously ironic
 portrayal of the INGRES project at Berkeley is in stark contrast to the
 sober publication style of the IBM engineers working on System R. In
 reading Stonebraker's reports over the course of his project, it becomes
 clear that INGRES was up against far greater challenges than IBM's
 System R. Simply procuring a computer and research funds, not to men-
 tion the constant turnover of student workers, complicated Stonebraker
 and Wong's task. Yet the competitive pressure between IBM and the
 university was evident in a trip Codd made to Berkeley to see exactly
 what Stonebraker and his team were up to. Stonebraker later recalled
 the IBM guru's visit with horror: "In January 1975 we invited Ted Codd
 to come to Berkeley in early March to see a demonstration of INGRES.
 The final two weeks before his visit everyone worked night and day so
 that we would have something to show him. What we demonstrated was
 a very 'buggy' system."60

 Although the teams discussed the same topics, they very often came
 to different conclusions. Thus, to the question of whether static or dy-
 namic storage procedures should be applied, the dynamic Berkeley
 team paradoxically answered "static" (later recognized as a mistake),
 whereas the somewhat stodgy IBM developers preferred the B-tree struc-
 ture while working on the System R research project. Neither group
 decided lightly, and their arguments, for example, for and against the
 use of B-trees were published in a series of papers.61 Nonetheless, the
 experients and experimental designs of both teams increased the col-
 lective experience of the "relational" camp among the community of
 virtual developers.62

 A closer look at the two projects, however, reveals a whole range
 of commonalities. Apart from the fact that both teams were driven by
 the theoretical fascination of the relational model - Codd as the dog-
 matic point of reference was controversial in both places - INGRES and
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 System R poured enormous intellectual resources into their projects.63
 However different their ways and conditions of working, their efforts
 continued to advance and were mutually productive. Both groups made
 serious strategic miscalculations, taking risky shortcuts that they later
 regretted and exorcised in public reports. That INGRES and System R
 promised more than they could ever deliver and that their leaders later
 claimed to have achieved more than they did is probably an artifact
 of the discourse peculiar to projects and reports. What Stonebraker
 stated regarding INGRES was also true of System R: "Our goals ex-
 panded several times (always when we were in danger of achieving the
 previous collection)."64

 Both teams devoted substantial effort to developing a "high-level
 search and query language."65 This was crucially important for the future
 of the relational model because the user friendliness of the language
 would determine expansion into the nontechnical user community.
 With the QUEL query language developed at Berkeley and ALPHA,
 SQUARE, SEQUEL, and SQL all created at San José, developers pur-
 sued their key objective of "user" and "data" independence and placed
 a power tool in the hands of a new type of database user. By far the most
 convincing example for the unprecedented power of both a "high level
 search and query language" in particular and the relational database in
 general was t© be found in a 1976 article by Stonebraker from a time in
 which the work on relationality was going full speed across the Bay Area.
 Stonebraker's example was the following: Imagine a company that can
 be described by two relations. The first relation or table, "EMP," is one
 typically seen in the personnel department of a company and contains
 data representing an employee's name, department, salary, superiors,
 and age. A second relation or table, "DEPT," represents the space al-
 location department and contains the allocation of departments to the
 various floors in the company building. The two relations are repre-
 sented as follows:

 EMP (NAME, DEPT, SALARY, MANAGER, AGE)
 DEPT (DEPT, FLOOR#)

 A three-line QUEL query by a manager tasked with restructuring the
 company might look like this:

 RANGE OF E IS EMP

 RANGE OF D IS DEPT

 DELETE E WHERE E.DEPT = D.DEPT AND D.FLOOR# = 1
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 Such a query changes the EMP relation and, correspondingly, an em-
 ployee relation. As a guide to action, this operation is equivalent to the
 following plain text command: "Fire everybody on the first floor."66 The
 cynical empathy that the INGRES team's use of this example showed for
 the role of a manager is hard to top. Slightly more sensitive was the query
 that the System R team published a year earlier, written in SEQUEL:

 SELECT NAME

 FROM E IN EMP

 WHERE SAL >

 SELECT SAL

 FROM EMP

 WHERE MNO = E.MGR;;

 The corresponding expression in management-speak was: "Find names
 of employees who earn more than their manager."67

 Both questions are aimed at a new database user in the hope of per-
 suading him or her of the appeal of a powerful query ability and showing
 how relational databases can rapidly respond to questions whose an-
 swers require the use of links that the question never anticipated. That
 this capability to interrogate data already collected by a company was
 relevant to managers went without saying. Since the good old days of
 scientific management, managers had been required to apply the most
 refined information technology skills to discover or to construct links
 across the corporate organizational structure and that could not be de-
 tected in dedicated tables.

 Perspectives on Relationality

 Work on the relational database revived old hopes. As early as the
 1960s, corporate advisers had anticipated a powerful "management in-
 formation system" in the near future. Formerly scattered reports, forms,
 and memoranda would all be gathered together in a single pot. Some
 even dreamed of a future "electronic data bank, or pool of information,
 from which reports of many types can be drawn."68 These systems would
 not require managers to attend computer or programming courses. As
 Alfred Eisenpreis noted, "Computers are useful, but only if we can ask
 them questions that matter. It is the task of management and science
 to help us to clarify these questions."69 By the mid-1970s, thanks to ad-
 vances in relational databases, the vision of the computer as a powerful
 management instrument that had only to ask intelligent questions of a
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 vast reservoir of data appeared to be nearing reality. In the foreseeable fu-
 ture, managers would be able to "read" their company like an open book.70

 The computer evolved from an instrument for making rapid calcula-
 tions to a tool for restructuring. The diversity of relationships enabled
 by the computerized database system not only increased the data-
 processing capacity of a company. By applying the new combinatorial
 capability offered by relational databases, computers now promised to
 reduce a firm's internal transaction costs. Even middle management
 would soon be able to make cost comparisons by cross-querying tables
 and departments. That this possibility materialized at a time (the late
 1970s and early 1980s) when the restructuring of entire companies
 was a daily occurrence dramatically enhanced the appeal of relational
 database technology, especially when Oracle implemented relational
 database systems on smaller computers.

 The increase in the independent interpretation of business manage-
 ment or, more generally, the growing interpretative freedom of database
 users also coincided with a fundamental questioning of the meaning of
 interpretation and the rules governing it. For example, in the 1970s this
 issue was discussed extensively in relation to fundamental problems with
 the interpretation of texts. Here, of course, the "user" was rather called
 the "reader." As Roland Barthes wrote in S/Z (1970), "To interpret a
 text is not to give it a (more or less justified, more or less free) mean-
 ing, but on the contrary to appreciate what plural constitutes it."71 For
 Barthes, a text is a "galaxy of signifiers" in an infinitely complex and var-
 ied network of interactions. Interpretation thus does not imply trying to
 elicit the author's original meaning through hermeneutically approved
 interrogation techniques. Rather, as Umberto Eco once put it, a text is a
 machine for eliciting interpretations.72 The separation between author
 and reader implied by the concept of text is as strict as that separating
 programmers and users. To quote Barthes again, "We gain access to [the
 text] by several entrances, none of which can be authoritatively declared
 to be the main one."73

 Umberto Eco's The Open Work (1962) and Susan Son tag's "Against
 Interpretation" (1964) represented the first steps toward a critique of
 the hermeneutic process. By 1970 even the comfort of Hans-Georg
 Gadamer's Wahrheit und Methode (Truth and method) could not stop
 the trend - a common, meaningful, cultural unity of authors and read-
 ers was launched.74 Whereas Michel Foucault on occasion raised the

 question of what constitutes an author as a way of rethinking analyti-
 cal discourse and classifying the expressible and Barthes proclaimed
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 the death of the author, Wolfgang Iser wrote of "indeterminacy as the
 condition of literary prose."75 The notion of the emancipated and in-
 dependent reader, now freer to interact with his or her text than ever
 before, was all the rage. This notion was supported by the fluidity of
 any interpretative work, namely, the options for presenting the text.
 Hence Dieter E. Sattler's exhortation that even classical texts should

 be printed in such a way as to support the interpretative autonomy of
 the reader rather than discourage it.76 Metaphorically speaking, in so
 doing he changed the structure of the database underpinning the act
 of interpretation. In response to the (highly political) dispute over the
 "correct" understanding of Friedrich Hölderlin 's manuscripts, Sattler's
 publication of the Frankfurt edition was strong on philological and
 typographical innovation. The edition was intended to enable a flexible
 combination of interpretative elements, since the "needs of readers
 had become more critical, independent, and expressive."77 Only such a
 treatment would leave each layer of text and the relationships between
 parts of the text free, giving the reader sufficient flexibility in the ars
 combinatońa of his or her reading or questioning of the text.

 "In its advocacy of artistic structures that demand a particular involve-
 ment on the part of the audience, contemporary poetics merely reflects
 our culture's attraction for the 'indeterminate,' for all those processes
 which, instead of relying on a univocal necessary sequence of events,
 prefer to disclose a field of possibilities, to create 'ambiguous' situa-
 tions open to all sorts of operative choices and interpretations," writes
 Umberto Eco in The Open Work.78

 The 1970s showed that texts were like databases. Both had under-

 gone a theoretical and practical reconfiguration, and both allowed
 reconstruction of the available material in a number of ways. Each could
 be understood as an ambiguous field of possibility amenable to different
 operative and interpretative procedures and decisions. Their presenta-
 tion should not be such as to limit or prestructure their interpretation,
 nor should they speak for themselves. Texts share commonalities with
 electronic, biological, and materials databases that constitute the
 world of the forensic investigators in CSI. Links can only be simulated,
 checked, and recognized by querying informational fields of possibility.
 Accordingly, they require special technologies, procedures, and lan-
 guages that generate new meaning from existing data. Remember the
 CSI laboratory chiefs answer when asked why he worked as a forensic
 investigator: "Because the dead can't speak for themselves."79 Neither,
 we must conclude, can data.
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